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Domains reflect a cycle of planning, implementing,
evaluating, and translating into practice and policy.
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1. Standardize
ADS Outcomes
Measures

Actions

Next Steps

1.1 Disseminate standardized ADS outcomes
measures (Anderson et. al. 2018, Journal of Applied
Gerontology) to NADSA membership and
stakeholders

a. Create and post document (educational material) listing
measures and their sources, including Anderson citation
b. Potential to include other measures as part of cycle (see
domain 3)

1.2 Promote, educate, and assist providers to access
and utilize the standard outcomes measures in
conjunction with the Member Education Committee

a. Educate members (e.g., webinar) about the measures
(administration, logging and interpreting data)
b. Build a page at NADSA website providing links to the
measures

1.3 Semi-annually review, verify, update, and
disseminate standardized ADS outcome measures

a. Develop timeline and procedure for periodic review
b. Pursue special issue or featured article status in
relevant journal highlighting the review.

2. Metrics Data
Collection

Actions

Next Steps

2.1 Based on 1.1, identify
actionable steps toward piloting a
system of standardized
assessment

a. Initiate a working group that identifies and connects potential partners
interested in piloting a system of standardized assessment

2.2 Create a template for data
collection of standardized metrics
(replacing current core outcomes
matrix at website using Anderson
frame)

a. Gather practitioner input to determine if such a template is wanted/
needed/ feasible through vehicles like the webinar and conference. If yes, a
Google survey could be an option – if it can be built compliant with HIPPA.

2.3 Include qualitative methods in a. Identify one or more committee members with expertise and interest to
a tab on the core outcomes matrix
prepare such a resource guide.
or as a separate document (see
1.3)

3. Data
Utilization and
Interpretation

Actions

Next Steps

3.1 Create and facilitate ADS Research Stakeholder
group

a. Collaborate with stakeholders (State ADS Associations,
academic institutions and researchers, coalitions,
organizations (e.g., LeadingAge, Generations United, ARCH
National Respite, NAC, FCA, etc.), business leaders, policy
makers, government agencies (e.g., CDC), families, caregivers,
etc.) for ongoing updates to measures, outcomes, and updates
to Research Positioning Statement

3.2 Collaborate and connect with researchers and
institutions (both associates and those not yet
involved with NADSA)

a. Organize annual State of the Science presentation
b. Encourage research presentations (e.g., poster session, precon sessions, etc.), including business/operations science
c. Inform researchers on NADSA’s efforts to disseminate their
work

3.3 Highlight studies and initiatives throughout the
ADS industry

a. Share study summaries (and full reports) through the
quarterly Research Roundups and conference poster sessions
(include business/operations science)

4. Translation
into Practice

Actions

4.1 Translate ADS research into
recommendations for practice

Next Steps

a. Pilot Translational Briefs (2-4) authored by State of the
Science presenters or featured scholars from the Research
Roundup. Position as a scholarly product (e.g., peer
reviewed by two committee members and formatted for
printing with a citation provided). At least one should be
business/operations oriented. Research and Member
Education Committees might collaborate to offer a template,
guidelines, peer review.
b. Establish NADSA repository of research projects (outcomes
data, publications, progress reports/updates, operations and
implementation, etc.)
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